PRIORITY#1 : PROTECTING YOU AND YOUR FAMILIES

RESPONDING TO NON FIRE CALLS DURING
COVID-19 PANDEMIC

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY FOR NON FIRE CALLS

1) Don SCBA for ALL calls.
2) Upon arriving at the scene perform a “Doorway Triage”
   Ask the following: Does anyone here have a
   FEVER
   COUGH
   SHORTNESS OF BREATH
   RESPIRATORY DISTRESS
3) If YES—immediately go on air before entering the structure.
4) If NO, it is your call to go on air or not.
5) Wear rubber gloves (Use proper decon technique to remove them)

SMOKE DETECTOR ONLY ACTIVATIONS
Limit the number of firefighters who are potentially exposed

Apartments
One firefighter goes in to check the smoke detector
One firefighter stands by at the door
Both firefighters must have radios

Houses or Places of Employment
Two firefighter check the smoke detectors

CO DETECTOR ACTIVATIONS

Apartments
One firefighter enters with two meters
One firefighter stands by at the door
Both firefighters must have radios

Houses or Places of Employment
Two firefighter enter with one meter each.

If you believe your PPE has been exposed to the virus doff like you would after a fire, pack into decon bag and wash. Wash your mask thoroughly.

Per Chief Wright 3.13.2020